Stockholm International Fairs & Congress Center is situated in the southwest area of Stockholm. The center is located favourably in terms of transport facilities and can be reached with ease either by car, with a direct connection to the motorway or by public transport.

**With the Arlanda Express train**
From Arlanda International Airport to the central station - travel time 20 minutes, change to the commuter train (see below)

**Arriving by car**
E4/E20 southbound from Stockholm City Center take exit 155.
If you arrive from the south, take exit 153 and follow the signs for Mässan/Älvsjö. More than 4 000 parking spaces

**The commuter train**
From Stockholm Central Station, platform 13 and 14, get off at Älvsjö station (Stockholm International Fairs) - travel time 9 minutes.

**Arriving by taxi, ask for fixed rates to**
StockholmInternational Fairs from either Arlanda airport or downtown Stockholm.

**To book a Taxi in Stockholm please call:**
Taxi 020 +46 (0)20-20 20 20
Taxi Kurir +46 (0)8-30 00 00
Taxi Stockholm +46 (0)8-15 00 00